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A commutative ring R, with unity and zero divisors, is a unique factorization                    
ring, UFR for short, if for every non-zero non-unit ,Rr ∈  there exist irreducible 
elements nrr ,,1  such that nrrr 1=  and whenever mn ssrrr 11 ==  (where 

mn ssrr ,,,,, 11  are irreducibles), then mn =  and the js  can be renumbered so              

that  ir  is associated to .),,1( nisi =   Denote the set of arithmetic functions               
over a ring R by ,RA  i.e. ,}:{ RfAR →= N  and let ]],,[[ 21 xxRR =ω  and                                 

]],,[[ 1 mm xxRR =  be the rings of formal power series in ,0N  respectively,                     
m  indeterminates.  It is well-known that  RA  and  ωR   are isomorphic. 
 
 All UFR’s considered here  throughout are assumed to have nonempty sets of zero 
divisors. 
 
 In the cited paper, several results have been proved based on the hypothesis that         

jR“  is a UFR”.  As observed by the first author, this hypothesis is void, as we now 
prove. 
 
Lemma 1.  If  R is a UFR ,  then every non-zero element of R is either a unit or a zero 
divisor. 
 
Proof.    Since  R is a UFR, then by Theorem 1 of [2], R satisfies the weak cancellation 
law, i.e., if  ,0≠= acab  then  b and  c  differ by a unit factor.  We first show that      
every zero divisor in R is divisible by every element of R which is not a zero divisor.           
Let  0≠a  be an arbitrary zero divisor in R.  Then there exists Rb ∈≠0  such               
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that  .0=ab   Let c be an arbitrary element of R which is not a zero divisor.  Then  
,0)( ≠=− cbbac so ucac =−  for some unit }.1{−∈ Ru  Thus ,)1( cua −=  so     

a  is divisible by c.  Next we prove that every irreducible element in  R is a zero divisor.  
Suppose r is an irreducible element in R which is not a zero divisor.  Then r would divide 
every zero divisor and this implies that every zero divisor is reducible.  Since the set of 
non-zero divisors is closed under multiplication, this implies that R does not have zero 
divisors.  This contradiction implies that no such  element  r  exists in R. 

Since any non-zero multiple of a zero divisor is again a zero divisor, we obtain that 
every non-zero element of a UFR is either a unit or a zero divisor, as asserted.   

 
An alternative proof of part of this statement can also be found in Galovich                  

[1, Lemma 2]. 
 
Corollary.   If  R  is a UFR ,  then none of the rings ωRRR ,,, 21   can be a  UFR . 
 
Proof.   It suffices to observe that although )21( ,ω,,jR j =  has zero divisors 

inherited from  R,  the element 1x  is neither a  unit, nor a zero divisor.   
 
 Pushing slightly forward the method applied in the proof of Lemma 1 we can obtain 
an easy elementary proof of the following characterization of UFR's: 
 
Theorem.    If  R  is a UFR, then either for all irreducible elements Rsr ∈,  we         
have ,0=rs  or all irreducible elements of R are associated, and thus every non-zero 
element of R is of the form  ,nur  where u is invertible, r is a fixed irreducible  and 

1,,1,0 −= kn  with a fixed integer k.   Moreover,  .0=kr  
 
We need two simple lemmas: 
 
Lemma 2.   If  R  is a UFR then either for all irreducibles sr,  we have 0≠rs  or  for 
all irreducibles sr,  we have .0=rs  
 
Proof.   If the assertion is false, then there are irreducibles  utsr ,,,  with 0=rs  and        

.0≠tu   Then  ,)( rtstr =+  therefore either 0=tr  or  tst α=+  with a unit .α          
In the second case t divides s, hence it must be associated with s, and we get  

0== rsrt β   for some unit .β   So in all cases  .0=tr   Now  0)( ≠=+ turut  and 
thus  ,ru  showing that  r and  u  are associated, i.e. ru γ=  with a unit ,γ  but this 
forces  ,0== trtu γ  contrary to our assumption.     
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Lemma 3.   If  R  is a UFR and there exist in R irreducibles with non-zero product, then 
the following holds: 
 
 (i) If  }0:0{)( =≠= abbaZ   and sr,  are irreducibles, then .)()( sZrZ =   

 (ii)   Irreducible elements are uniformly nilpotent, i.e., for some 0>k  one has 0=kr   
for each irreducible  r. 

 
Proof.  
(i)   Let  0,0 ≠= bbr   and assume  .0≠bs   Then we have  )( srb +  ,0≠= bs  
hence s divides r and we see that r and s are associated and  therefore ,0=bs  contrary 
to our assumption. 
(ii)  Let r be irreducible.  Choose )(rZa ∈  and let b a non-unit with  .0≠br  Such           
b exists, since our assumption and Lemma 2 imply .02 ≠r   Now  0)( ≠=+ brbar   
and this leads to  .| ab   Therefore , the set of non-associated elements  b  lying outside  

)(rZ  is finite.  Let  the complement of  )(rZ  be  },,{ 1 mbb  and put  
,)(max jj bN Ω=  where )(xΩ  denotes the number of irreducible factors counted with 

multiplicity of  .Rx ∈   Note that )(rZ  and its complement do not depend on  r in view 
of (i).  Finally we obtain ,)(1 rZr N ∈+   thus ,02 =+Nr  and we may take   

.22 ≥+= Nk  

 
 Modifying the proof of (ii) by separating the cases 02 =r  and ,02 ≠r  Lemma 3 
remains valid without the non-zero product of irreducibles condition.  Yet to prove our 
main Theorem, Lemma 3 suffices. 
 
Proof of Theorem.  If there are irreducible elements with non-zero product, then by 
Lemma 2 every pair of irreducibles has a non-zero product.  Now choose  k  occuring in 
Lemma 3 (ii)  and let  sr,   be non-associated irreducibles.  Then  ,01 ≠−kr  ,0=kr  
and so 
 

 .0)( 1 ≠=+ − srrrs k  
 

Hence  ,| 1−krs  i.e.  rs |  and we see that  s and  r  are associated. 

 
Observe that both situations can occur:  the first arises when R is the ring of residue 

classes mod 4, where 2 is the only irreducible, and we have ,022 =⋅  and for the second 
case consider any ring of residue classes  mod ,np  where p is a prime and ,2≥n  with 
the exception of the case  .2== np   Here every irreducible is of the form  pα  (with         
p not dividing α ), thus is associated with  p. 
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